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Abstract
The setup of synthetic biological systems involving millions of bases is still limited by the
required high quality of synthetic DNA. Important drivers to further open up the field are the
accuracy and scale of chemical DNA synthesis and the downstream processing of longer DNA
assembled from short fragments. We developed a new, highly parallel and miniaturized method
for the preparation of high quality DNA termed “Megacloning” by using Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) technology in a preparative way. We demonstrate our method by processing
both conventional and microarray-derived DNA oligonucleotides in combination with a bead-
based high throughput pyrosequencing platform, gaining a 500-fold error reduction for microarray
oligonucleotides in a first embodiment. We also show the assembly of synthetic genes as part of
the Megacloning process. In principle, up to millions of DNA fragments can be sequenced,
characterized and sorted in a single Megacloner run, enabling many new applications.
Current de novo gene construction1–4 rests on chemical oligonucleotide synthesis of the
1990s retaining error rates of 1 error in 300 base pairs and significant costs. Errors are
typically avoided using manual selection of the best Sanger sequences using electrophoretic
automation.
Recent innovations in programmable array technology5–8 offer the possibility to synthesize
pools of thousands to millions of sequences per array with lengths comparable to
conventional synthesis. The technology thus provides an extremely rich source of DNA
oligonucleotides with great flexibility and superior efficiency regarding throughput and cost
per basepair. However, the error rate of microarray-derived oligonucleotides is typically
higher compared to conventional synthesis, making error avoidance or correction necessary.
Furthermore it is challenging to divide the derived oligonucleotide pools, containing vast
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tamounts of species, into sub pools -- necessary, for example, to guide the assembly of
synthetic genes, chromosomal regions or whole pathways in synthetic biology.
The new method described here, termed “Megacloning”, turns NGS from a previously
purely analytical method into a preparative tool, and represents a tremendous source of
sequence-verified DNA where the yield from one NGS run is equivalent to that from
hundreds to thousands of Sanger-sequence runs. It therefore addresses the challenge of error
reduction for both conventional and microarray-derived DNA oligonucleotides. The output
of the method are high quality DNA libraries containing “perfect parts” with desired and
correct sequences in adjustable ratios useful for a wide range of (bio-)technological
applications.
Here we present a proof-of-concept study aimed at the retrieval of clonal DNA with known
sequence from an NGS platform post-sequencing (Fig.1). The workflow comprises input
DNA of short length, an NGS run to generate sequence verified DNA clones, the
localization of DNA with desired sequence on the sequencers substrate and finally the
subsequent retrieval of the clones of choice. The sources for the input DNA are fairly
independent of the Megacloning step. For the present work, input DNA was derived from
conventional oligonucleotide synthesis and from DNA microarrays. The NGS platform used
was the GS FLX device from Roche 454 Life Sciences9,10. Due to its open-top architecture,
accessibility of the beads and the bead size, this platform is well suited for a pick-and-place
approach using micropipettes to retrieve beads specifically from the 454-Picotiterplate
(PTP) and transfer them into conventional multi-well plates for further processing.
First we established a technical setup for the controlled extraction of beads. The PTP at this
stage contained a "natural" sample, and extraction was done using a micropipette controlled
by a micro actuator device (supplementary Fig.1 and 2 online). To assess the fidelity of our
setup we compared the reads coming from the GS FLX platform with Sanger-derived
sequences of DNA amplified from extracted beads. The alignment of Sanger sequences to
the NGS reads matched 99.9%. Only two mismatches were obtained in 2,410 basepairs.
Both were putative insertions in the GS FLX reads occurring at homopolymer stretches and
therefore have a high likelihood of being platform-specific base calling artefacts9
(supplementary note online).
Next we collected a set of 319 beads with DNA clones from a microarray derived pool
containing initially 3918 sequences. The beads for extraction were selected to ensure that
their GS FLX reads matched perfectly to sequences in our starting pool. The obtained DNA
and the untreated pool were compared after being sequenced independently on a Genome
Analyzer II (Illumina GAII). 3.1 % of reads from the initial (non-enriched) DNA pool
mapped without errors to the set of 319 selected sequences. In the enriched pool the fraction
of reads mapping perfectly to the target sequences was 84.3 %. The increase by factor 27.2
shows clearly a successful enrichment of selected and correct sequences (Fig.2A and 2B).
Also the analysis of reads on the level of single target sequences shows that for 94 % of the
sequences in the selected pool 50% or more of the reads were correct (Fig. 2C). Error prone
sequences contained a high number of different species likely to be caused by known
sequence variations on the GAII as reported previously11.
To test the assembly of gene fragments based on Megacloned oligonucleotides stemming
from a microarray we assembled two gene fragments of approximately 220 bp in length
combining either nine or ten Megacloned, bead-derived amplicons in a PCR-based gene
assembly reaction12,13. The obtained assemblies were cloned and Sanger sequenced. Seven
out of eight clones matched the target sequence perfectly. Interestingly, one clone showed
insertions and deletions all located within a 23 bp wide region. Errors in assemblies
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toriginated from inaccuracies in the starting material could be expected to be distributed
evenly over the entire constructs. Since this sequence was otherwise free of errors these
defects were likely caused by miss-assembly rather than errors in the building blocks used
(supplementary note online).
To further evaluate the capabilities of the Megacloning approach towards generation of
biologically functional genes we applied DNA fragments of 274–394 bp in length to the
process and extracted 32 beads from the PTP carrying putatively "correct" sequences. These
DNA fragments were the product of gene assembly reactions12 using overlapping 40mer
oligonucleotides synthesized using conventional phosphoramidite chemistry and could be
assembled into a model gene encoding β-D-Glucuronidase (UidA)14 (2,080 bp).
Three obtained Sanger sequences from the bead DNA were totally unrelated to the expected
sequence and were likely caused by wrong bead extraction or contamination. The remaining
29 sequences covered 7,195 basepairs and matched without errors to the expected target
sequences (supplementary note online).
We then assembled the model gene out of nine DNA fragments from the set of 29 matching
beads. Absence of errors in the full length gene construct was again checked by Sanger
sequencing and the biological functionality of the gene was tested in an enzymatic assay
based on the conversion of X-Glc substrate into blue dye15 (supplementary note online).
Besides the proof of feasibility of generating biological functional genes this experiment
further mimics other applications of our technology such as the use of sheared natural DNA
and their subsequent sorting and re-ordering.
The absence of errors in 7,195 bp of DNA yielded from 29 extracted beads raised the
question of achievable error rates from the Megacloner process. Therefore we explored the
potential of this approach using a statistical model. This model considers two main error
sources, referring to wrong sequencing calls and polymerase errors during DNA
amplification16. The calculations estimated the probability of finding one error in our
extracted sequence space of approximately 7,200 bp with 29 % which is in line with our
findings. The theoretical error rate of bead amplicons after Megacloning using the setup
employed in this study was estimated to be 1 error in 21 kbp (supplementary note online).
Compared with the error rate in the starting material of 1 error in 40 basepairs (determined
from GAII data of the initial microarray pool) this equals a 500-fold error reduction.
We furthermore calculated the expectable amount of reads from NGS that match the target
sequences of a given pool without errors. These numbers are crucial to estimate the
complexity of pools that can be processed in one Megacloner run and hence the resulting
efficiency and cost structure and are influenced mainly by three parameters: the error rate of
the starting pool, the sequencing accuracy, and the length of the variable sequence
(supplementary Fig.14 online). With an error rate of 1 error in 40 bp and an average
sequencing accuracy of 99.9% in the GS FLX we expect a 5 to 10-fold cost reduction on the
level of DNA fragments (compared to conventional oligonucleotide synthesis) that can be
achieved already with the presented prototype device (supplementary note online). Since
these fragments are widely free of errors further savings can be expected in gene synthesis
due to reduction of subsequent sequencing cost for final quality control.
In this work we demonstrated the targeted retrieval of bead-bound DNA from a high
throughput sequencer without major modifications to the sequencing process. Previous
methods for error correction in DNA pools7,17–21 do not adequately handle collections of
closely related sequences that occur in repetitive sequences or multi-gene family libraries.
They also do not enable hierarchical assembly strategies the way that ordered selection and
physical separation of clonal DNA as described here can.
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tThe new Megacloner process has been proven to be useful for retrieval and sorting of
correct and functional sequences and increased the portion of error free sequences in a
sample significantly. This technology allows the processing of DNA from microarrays but
also from a variety of other sources such as conventional oligonucleotide synthesis or
natural DNA fragments.
The extrapolation of the statistical model was fully supported by the experimental data and
suggested that DNA with error rates of one error in 21 kbp could be obtained with the used
setup from input DNA having an error rate of 1 in 40 bp. Such raw material could be easily
obtained by state-of-the-art microarray technologies that are a fundamental part of our entire
concept.
Further increase of DNA quality could be achieved primarily by addressing the
amplification step of bead bound DNA for example with more powerful polymerases since
this contribution to errors is 4.7-fold higher than the expected error rate of the Megacloner
itself (supplementary note online). Another accessible parameter for optimizing the overall
process in terms of error rates is improvement of DNA starting material quality. Also
optimization of sequencing accuracy could be a way to improve the ability to select correct
parts after NGS. This is, however, subject of ongoing optimization in the scope of NGS
development including ligase based methods with improved accuracy22.
The pool used in our conceptual study contained ~4,000 sequences. According to our results
and extrapolations this can be increased to approximately 30,000 sequences per pool with
the described setup. Since the bead extraction is generally independent from the pool
complexity, it is mainly limited by the used NGS platform and the starting material quality
(supplementary note online). Unpublished data from Kosuri and colleagues23 demonstrate
that more advanced microarray formats are able to deliver libraries with even higher
complexity and of sufficient quality to fit into a gene assembly process. Therefore, with an
appropriate degree of automation gaining an extraction frequency of two or three beads per
minute, achievable with state-of-the-art robotics, the work up of one PTP becomes possible
within days resulting in over one million basepairs per plate. Hence, the downstream process
(amplification, cleanup, assembly), will represent the next bottleneck.
Our next focus in the present context is improvement and automation of physical bead
extraction. The workflow employed in this study still involved a considerable degree of
manual steps and human intervention which was identified as the most important source of
error in terms of extraction of unwanted beads. The success rate of approximately 90% (29
beads out of 32) has therefore to be increased for the bead localization and retrieval process.
The method described here holds the potential to decrease production cost for synthetic
DNA by one or more orders of magnitude. This source of high quality DNA could aid the
field of synthetic biology as well as the production of libraries for antibodies or enzyme
variants. In addition to synthetic sources the sorting of natural DNA could enable the quick
reconstruction or combination of DNA fragments to assemble genes, chromosomes or
genomes while simultaneously including synthetic parts of DNA.
The principle that we applied here using the GS FLX platform should be generally
applicable also to other available NGS platforms such as Illumina’s GAII, SOLiD, the
Polonator or others. In the present context, the advantage of the GS FLX platform is the
robot-accessible platform architecture and the comparably large size of the beads. Due to
different architectures of the other platforms such as partially closed systems and
significantly smaller DNA carriers, the harvest from those will require a different
mechanism such as optical approaches including photo-sensitive and cleavable linker-
molecules. Advantage of these platforms is a considerable higher number of DNA clones
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twhich potentially could increase the capacity and throughput of the technology up to the
gigabase level.
Methods
Oligo synthesis, Sequence design, adaptors etc
Oligonucleotides used for this work were synthesized on programmable microarray
synthesizers using light directed synthesis methods5. Conventional oligonucleotides used for
gene assembly were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Harvesting of oligonucleotides from
microarray surfaces was performed by chemical cleavage of succinate-ester bonds using
ammonia hydrochloride solution.
Amplification of microarray derived oligonucleotide pools by emPCR
Microarray derived oligonucleotide pools were amplified prior to NGS using emulsion
PCR24. Therefore universal terminal sequences were attached during synthesis and served as
primer regions. Amplification primers contained adaptors for sequencing on the Illumina
GAII platform and/or the 454 GS FLX (supplementary Fig. 11 online)
Sequencing on the 454 GS FLX
The sample preparation for the PCR amplified oligonucleotides was done according to the
manufacturer’s protocols (Roche/454). In order to keep the DNA intact after sequencing we
exchanged the bleaching cleaning buffer with TE-Buffer prior to the sequencing run to avoid
degradation of DNA during the final cleaning steps of the Roche sequencer.
Data analysis of 454 data and image conversion
NGS reads obtained from the GS FLX sequencer were aligned to the target sequences in the
oligonucleotide pool in order to find the best matching sequence for every read and to
perform further analysis such as error rate estimation etc. Perfect matching sequences have
been selected and localized in the sequencer image by using the coordinates attached to
every read sequence. For sequence data analysis we used various Python scripts using the
BioPython package. The images from the GS FLX sequencer were converted into the TIFF
standard format using the Python Imaging Library (PIL).
Bead localization and extraction
After aligning the GS FLX reads to the set of target sequences we selected reads that
perfectly matched one of the desired oligonucleotide sequences in the pool. For localization
of beads we located the corresponding chemiluminescent signals in the converted raw image
from the GS FLX platform using the x- and y-coordinates that were included in the NGS
raw data. To locate beads in the PTP we identified reference points in the raw image and
their corresponding positions in the PTP using suitable patterns of light signals. Based on
these reference points the bead positions on the PTP were calculated using an algorithm for
scaling and rotation (supplementary Fig.8 online). The extraction was performed with a
micropipette with an outer diameter of 28 µm. For pipette handling we used a 3-axis micro
actuator (supplementary Fig.1 and 2 online). Prior to extraction of beads the PTP was stored
under a water layer to prevent desiccation and shrinking of beads. After picking, the beads
were transferred immediately into a PCR vial and stored under water until further
processing.
Amplification of DNA from beads
Amplification of bead bound DNA was performed with the primers “454-A” and “454-B”,
targeting the Roche/454 adaptors, or “slx-fw-long” and “slx-rev-long” for Illumina adaptors
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t(supplementary note online). For amplification of fragments with 40mer variable region
primers were 5’-biotinylated to facilitate subsequent removal of primer regions on a
streptavidin matrix. PCR conditions: 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 10 mM ammonium-sulfate,
10 mM potassium chloride, 2 mM magnesium-sulfate, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 200 µM each
dNTP, 2% (v/v) DMSO, 1 µM each primer, 50 U/ml native pfu polymerase (Fermentas).
Cycling: initial denaturation 96° (2 min); then 30 cycles of 96° (30 s), 63° (30 s), 72° (30 s),
and final elongation 72° (3 min). After amplification, all PCR products were analyzed on
PAGE (supplementary Fig. 9 online) to check specificity and yield. For generation of the
subpool containing 319 sequences we estimated the concentration on the basis of the gel
analysis and mixed the amplicons in equimolar concentrations.
Illumina sequencing and data analysis
Since the sample contained suitable adaptors all steps regarding adaptor ligation have been
omitted. All other steps were done according to the protocols from Illumina.
The NGS raw data obtained from Illumina GAII was processed by the following steps.
1. Truncation of reads to the length of the variable regions (40 bp)
2. filtering out reads containing ambiguities (filtered reads)
3. group reads with similar sequences (bins)
Subsequently for each read we identified the best matching target sequence from the
oligonucleotide pool by mapping all reads to a pseudo-genome using razerS (www.seqan.de/
projects). The pseudo-genome was generated by concatenation of the variable parts of pool
sequences separated by 40mer poly-T stretches. The corresponding target sequence could
then be determined by the matching position in the pseudo-genome. Alignments from the
razerS output was used to determine insertions, deletions and substitutions. To compare the
two GAII runs based on the number of correct reads we converted the read counts into parts-
per-million units (ppm) taking the number of filtered reads prior the matching procedure
(after step 2) as a basis.
Assembly of gene fragments from conventional oligonucleotides
Gene fragments >200 bp included were assembled from conventionally synthesized 40mer
oligonucleotides having a constant overlap region of 20 nucleotides to the adjacent
oligomer. Primer regions for 454 sequencing and restriction sites for primer removal were
included during assembly. The assembly reaction contained 5 nM of each construction
oligonucleotide and 200 nM of terminal primers. PCR conditions: 1× KOD polymerase
buffer (Novagen), 1.25 mM MgSO4, 40 µM each dNTP, 5 U/ml KOD Hot Start Polymerase
(Novagen). Cycling for gene assembly: initial denaturation 96° (4 min); then 30 cycles of
96° (10 s), 55–40°C touchdown (30 s), 72° (10 s). For subsequent amplification: 96° (10 s),
55°C (30 s), 72° (30 s), final elongation 72° (3 min).
Assembly of genes from >200 bp fragments
Gene assembly up to 2 kbp were performed according to the protocol used for assembly of
>200 bp from oligonucleotides.
Primer removal & cleanup of bead amplicons prior gene assembly
For removal of primer regions amplicons were incubated with LguI in 1× Tango buffer
(Fermentas) for 3 h at 37°. For >200 bp fragments small restriction fragments containing
primer regions were removed by PCR purification columns (GenElute PCR Clean-Up,
Sigma Aldrich). For cleanup of microarray derived fragments with 40mer variable region
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containing biotin residues were removed using streptavidin matrix. The 40mer fragments
were ethanol precipitated and dissolved in water prior further processing.
Assembly of genes from 40mer dsDNA fragments
For the assembly of genes from 40mer dsDNA we used a two stage assembly protocol
including a primerless PCR followed by a PCR for amplification of the resulting products
described previously13.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Strategy overview. The general approach includes DNA from a variety of sources. After
Next Generation Sequencing the DNA will be sorted and retrieved selectively whereas the
technologies used depend on the NGS platform. The particular approach described here
includes microarrays as well as conventional sources of oligonucleotides. For sequencing
prior sorting and selection the GS FLX platform (454/Roche) was used.
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(A) Comparison of the initial microarray oligonucleotide pool (blue) and the pool enriched
with the Megacloner technology (red) based on the results of the Illumina GAII runs. The
bars in Set 1 represent the fraction of reads that could be mapped allowing up to three errors,
bars in Set 2 show the fractions of perfectly matching reads to the sequence set of the initial
pool (3918 sequences). Differences between the blue and the red bar in Set 2 represent the
enrichment of correct sequences by Megacloning. The bars in Set 3 and Set 4 show the
fractions of reads mapping to sequences from the selected pool (319 sequences). Differences
between blue and red bars in Set 3 show the enrichment of selected 319 sequences prior vs.
after Megacloning, blue and red bars in Set 4 represent the enrichment of sequences which
are in the set of 319 selected sequences and which are correct. (B) Histogram of read counts
in the Illumina GAII data of the initial pool (blue) and the enriched Megacloned sample
(red). Only reads mapping without errors to one of the 319 selected target sequences have
been taken into account. To compare the two NGS runs on the basis of read counts the
numbers have been converted into parts-per-million-units (ppm) taking the number of
filtered reads as basis. (C) Composition of reads from the Illumina GAII data including 319
selected sequences in the initial pool (top) and the enriched pool (bottom). The
oligonucleotides are sorted by the fraction of correct reads. Green: correct reads, red: error
prone reads (compartments in the red bars represent single sequences with a readcount of
0.1% or more of total reads for the particular sequence). Light blue: sum of non-unique error
prone reads where each sequence represents less than 0.1% of total reads for the particular
sequence. Blue: unique reads. In the Illumina GAII dataset from the enriched sample just
315 out of 319 selected sequences could be detected.
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